
 Develop[crypto]
First fee-free blockchain-based 

freelance marketplace

We eliminate the common problem of any freelance 
marketplace – the absence of trust between the customer 

and the contractor.
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Introduction
According to report of the International Labour Organization  
(ILO) the number of remote working employees in the western governments 
is approaching 20% of the total working population. Herewith, in the USA and 
Japan this factor equals 35%. i.e. every third resident of these countries does 
not longer go to work in our typical understanding of it.

About a half of the people mentioned above are working in their companies 
remotely. The motivation in this case is optimization and reduction in cost of 
the office area as well a reduction in the time spent on job commute.

However, the second half of people are self-employed, unrelated with any 
liabilities under labour laws. What are the specialties in the question? They 
are programmers, designers, copyrighters, translators, lawyers, marketing 
specialists and dozens of other professions. That is what we call freelancers. 

Where do freelancers look for orders? 
Most of the orders are taken at the various freelance marketplaces. There 
are hundreds of them all over the world. Some marketplaces are highly 
specialized (for example, the copyrighting marketplaces) while others allow 
finding specialists of any professions. 

One of the problems of almost all of these marketplaces is the use of the 
common business model and monetization system. It leads, on one hand, to 
decreasing of marketplace owners’ revenue, and on the other hand, to 
non-comfortable conditions for customers and contractors. What can we do 
with all these? Within a typical business model nothing can be done.

Develop[crypto] proposes a better solution based on the 
blockchain and the use of cryptocurrencies. 
We are not competing with traditional freelance marketplaces, but rather 
creating a new business model. On one hand it is much more convenient for 
customers and freelancers. On the other hand, it leads to the constant 
growth in demand for DEV tokens, representing a huge interest for investors.
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The main problems of current freelance marketplaces
 The absence of trust between the customer and the contractor. 

This is the keystone which fails up to 70% of potential orders. The customer 
is afraid to make an advance payment since he can’t be sure work will be 
done the way he wants it. The contractor does not want to work without an 
advance payment since he is afraid that his time will not be rewarded.

Nearly all freelance marketplaces have a feature called  “secure transaction” 
(escrow). In this case the customer transfers the money to the marketplace 
and they hold it while the freelancer performs the task. After the work is done 
and handed over to the customer the marketplace transfers the money to the 
freelancer’s account.

This service, although it is a guarantee of reliability, is in very low demand. 
The reason is the fees of the marketplace for “secure transaction”. On 
average it is 15-25% of the order amount. Of course, neither the customers 
nor the performers want to lose a quarter of the project budget.

Huge span time of the customer for searching the desired 
contractor
Let us assume the company wants to order the development of an iOS 
mobile application. The budget is 10-15 thousand dollars. The company's 
manager should browse through a lot of questionnaires, place a test task, 
communicate with freelancers, review their portfolios, etc.

And even all this does not guarantee the expected result. This is why major 
customers often prefer to significantly overpay by working with expensive 
centralized companies instead of freelancers.

The search of contractors within one marketplace for different 
language versions
Most of the marketplaces work with only one language version. English, 
Chinese, Spanish etc. Let us assume that the company needs to select 20 PR 
managers for 20 languages to promote a new product on  the market. Most 
likely it will have to use several freelance marketplaces at once. This is an 
extremely poor solution for operational usability and financial expenses.
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3. How Develop[crypto] solves this issues
 The absence of trust between the customer and the contractor. 

We completely and permanently eliminate this problem by 
introducing the free secure transaction. Develop[crypto] appears as 
the guarantor between the contractor and the customer without any 
payment for it!

This solution sharply increases the demand for services of our 
platform. Both the customer and the contractor are no longer afraid to 
be cheated and do not risk to waste their money and time.

Why don’t freelance marketplaces currently follow our business 
model? The answer is simple – they will not earn money. 

Why would Develop[crypto] make profit? 

We are launching another business model based on the blockchain 
technology within which for the amount of the customer’s money 
coming into our platform we buy our own tokens and reserve it on the 
exchanges. Develop[crypto] also features paid services such as 
"sticky" projects, contests, "top freelancers", "trusted" status etc.

Thus, we are constantly growing the demand for the DEV tokens 
allowing to constantly earn money for ourselves and investors. This 
process is described in more detail in the next chapter.
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Huge span time of the customer for searching the desired 
contractor

We propose for the customers with the order of at least $5000 to not 
engage in the self-selection of the contractor (if they do not want to 
do this, have no time, have no desire selecting or choosing 
contractors etc.).

We will accept it and give it to the trusted freelancers. They are 
people with exceptional reviews + they will sign a separate contract 
with us, where they are obliged to perform the work at a discount of 
10%. 

In this case the customer does not spend too much of his valuable 
time and receives the expected result. The contractor receives a full 
well paid project without spending the time for negotiations with the 
freelancer. Moreover, the freelancer is extremely interested that 
Develop[crypto] and the customer are satisfied; otherwise, his rating 
will drop and he will no longer receive orders.

 

The search of contractors within one marketplace for different 
language versions

Any customer placing a task can optionally select language groups of 
interest. To begin with - English, Spanish, French, Chinese and 
German languages. Develop[crypto] presents a package of service 
plans solving this task on turnkey basis. The profit is directly 
distributed to the investors.

This solution includes translating announcements into the language 
required by the customer and even sending him already translated 
answers. Then, if necessary, full order support. 

Consequently, the contractor and the customer do not even need to 
speak the same language. All of the above issues are solved 
automatically within the Develop[crypto] platform.
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4. How does secure transaction work

Let us look at a concrete example. A company orders an iOS mobile 
app for 7500$. Freelancer accepts the order. There is a clear set of 
tasks agreed by both parties. The parties decide to place the order 
within the secure transaction with the participation of the 
Develop[crypto] as the guarantor. The DEV token current price is 1.5$.

The customer transfers $7500 to Develop[crypto] to fund the 
transaction by using a variety of methods which include, but are not 
limited to, WIRE transfer, PayPal, Visa, MasterCard, and more. After 
receiving the money, Develop[crypto] purchases DEV tokens for this 
amount. In this example, there are exactly 5000 tokens. In reality, 
purchase on the marketplace will not occur every time (this point is 
explained below). The purchased 5000 tokens are reserved since 
the freelancer has started the task.

After the task is completed, Develop[crypto] transfers 5000 tokens 
into the contractor’s personal account. He can use them to pay for the 
other tasks (as the customer), store it on the account or withdraw into 
fiat for a small fee. In this case he transfers 5000 tokens from his 
personal account back to us and we transfer him the fiat currency to 
the checking or savings account, bank card, PayPal etc.

Why does the customer need it?
He makes payment to the freelancer with no risk
He does not lose the money on fees while using escrow

Why does the freelancer need it?
He is not afraid that he will not be paid for the work
He is guaranteed to receive more orders
While the tokens are reserved, their value will most likely increase.
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How does this business model profit investors?

As the number of orders on the platform increases, the number of secure 
transactions grows. Develop[crypto] should purchase a growing quantity of tokens 
to keep reserving them. The demand is constantly increasing. 

In this business model, investor’s profit potential is practically infinite. For the 
duration of the order, which is often above a month reserved tokens are actually 
withdrawn from the volume. The demand constantly grows while the circulating 
supply decreases.

All transactions are registered using blockchain technologies. Investors in real time 
can see the number of reserved and free tokens.

Explanation of the tokens purchase.
We are market makers of the DEV token. For example, today 5,000 tokens are 
reserved, and 4,880 are dereserved. These operations could be performed within 
our platform. And the difference of 200 tokens additionally purchased on the 
marketplace.
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5. Market

According to the most conservative assessments of the experts, the 
volume of the freelance market is about 10 trillion dollars per year. 
The exact figures are problematic to obtain because of the large gray 
segment associated with currency control problems in many 
countries around the world.

The growth rate, from region to region, is 10-15% per year. Today, 
most of the orders are obtained by freelancers directly from 
companies or individual clients.

At the same time, the number of orders passing through the freelance 
marketplaces is growing much faster. 

According to the Staffing Industry Analysts agency 
analysis, this index will grow a minimum of 10 times 
from 2013 to 2020. According to the optimistic 
predictions of the agency the industry will grow in 
30 times in just 7 years.

In different regions of the world there are hundreds of different 
freelance marketplaces; however, neither can dominate the market.

This is a unique possibility which is almost absent in most of the 
markets. Develop[crypto]'s new business model dramatically 
increases the chances of the company to become a leader, switching 
to itself up to 30% of the orders and money flow.
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6. Our mission

Develop[crypto] pursues great social benefit.

We will solve once and for all the problems with the chaos present in 
the freelancing world. 

Significant amounts of funds and time are lost both by the contractors 
and the customers because of imperfection of the current freelancing 
system.

We are transferring this process into an understandable and secure 
for everyone legal environment. 

Develop[crypto] gives the possibility to find a secure and well paid job 
anywhere in the world.
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7. DEV Token

DEV tokens are created based off Etereum smart-contract network. Their 
distribution to buyers will be carried out after completion of ICO, in exact 
accordance with the structure of placement. 

DEV tokens are not paper securities or any other financial instrument. The buyers 
purchase DEV tokens as company incentives for the services it provides.

Released tokens will be accepted by Develop[crypto] as payment for orders and 
provided services. Token owners will be able to use them within the platform, and 
freely enter / withdraw + exchange for the fiat money. The use of it as the means of 
hoarding is accepted by each investor at its own risk. Develop[crypto] cannot 
guarantee future value of the tokens, as well as the size of its volatility.

USA and Chinese residents are prohibited to purchase the DEV tokens. Residents 
of other countries should previously study the according laws in their jurisdiction.

Develop[crypto] distributes 30% of the received profit among the holders of DEV 
tokens in proportion to their share at the cutoff time.

A fixed number of released tokens guarantees its cost increase for the purchaser 
as the profit of the platform increases. 

DEV tokens will be listed on several major crypto-currency marketplaces within 
two weeks after the ICO. 
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8. Roadmap
2019

June 2018

Apr - May 2018

Mar - Apr 2018

Apr 2018

Mar 2018

Feb 2018

Dec 2017

Dec 2017

Nov 2017

Aug - Oct 2017        

May - Aug 2017

1M+ users

Placing DEV tokens to exchanges. 

Beta-version release

ICO

Pre-ICO

Acquiring necessary licenses

Aplha version release

Preparing for Pre-ICO

Pre-ICO advertising company

Private Pre-ICO round ($60,000 raised)

Start of smart contract development

Preparation of OpenMind for Pre-ICO, started 

developing the alpha version

Development of Develop[crypto] business 

model



9. ICO

Amount of tokens released: 108 000 000 (108 millions)
Distribution of tokens:
70% - Token Sale
10% - PR & Marketingе
10% - Team
6% - Advisory board
2% - Legal
2% - Bounties

Token cost: 9000 DEV = 1 ETH

Date of Pre-ICO: 31 March - 14 April 2018
Tokens for sale: 8 100 000

Date of ICO: 22 April - 22 May 2018
Tokens for sale: 67 500 000
Goal: 4000 ETH

Distribution of collected funds:
Web beta-version - 50%
Android version - 20%
iOS version - 20%
Rolling expenses - 10%

Bounty funds distribution:
50% - Bitcointalk pages
25% - Posts and re-posts in social media
25% - Translations
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10. Team
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Dmitriy Malinov
CEO

Evgenya Volkova
CMO

Vitaliy Orlov
Designer

Igor Klimovskiy
Smart Contract Developer

Krystelle Galano
Advisor

Giovanni Casagrande
Advisor

Serguei Petraitis
CTO

Aleksandr Nikitin
Android Developer

Paul Francis
Advisor

Li XaingJun
Advisor

Natalja Mamrosenko
Content-manager

Translator

Gilles Mercier
International Relations
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